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QuickQuotes

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr (AP Images)

RFK, Jr. Accuses Mainstream Media of “Manipulating” the
Public 
“The mainstream media that is here today is going to report that I have paranoid conspiracy theories,
which is what they always say. But I’m just going to tell you facts. When the press believes it is their job
to protect you from damaging information, they are manipulating you.”

Speaking before a libertarian group in Lancaster, New Hampshire, as he seeks the Democratic Party’s
presidential nomination in 2024, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. repeated his vaccine skepticism and his belief
that the CIA killed his uncle, President John F. Kennedy, in 1963.

Doctors Start a Campaign to Have Local Baseball Team
Change Its Name
“Leftists are now attacking a collegiate summer league baseball team known as the Macon Bacon.”

Local Macon reporter Shawn Ankrom pointed to area doctors who recommend shunning bacon and
urge the Macon Bacon to change its name to the Macon Facon Bacon while also promoting plant-based
bacon alternatives such as Facon Bacon or Mushroom Bacon.

Beer Retailer Discusses Customer Reaction to Bud Light’s
Promotion of LGBTQ 
“At this point Bud Light is cheaper than some of the cases of water we’re selling, down 45 percent from
a year ago. It’s just not moving like it used to. I’ve seen longtime Bud Light customers try other beers. If
they find something they like, they may not come back to Bud Light.” 

Over the past two decades, Bud Light has been America’s best-selling beer, notes Andy Wagner. An
18-year employee of a popular beverage store in Lemoyne, Pennsylvania, Wagner has seen customers’
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rejection of the beer firsthand. 

Clarence Thomas (AP Images)

Supreme Court Justice States Why He Voted to Cancel
Affirmative Action at Harvard and N.C. State
“Racialism simply cannot be undone by different or more racialism. The solution is incorporated in our
Constitution, that we are all equal, and should be treated equally before the law without regard to our
race.”

Justice Clarence Thomas is perhaps the strongest defender of the U.S. Constitution on our nation’s
Supreme Court.  

Princeton Senior Claims On-campus Liberalism Pushes
Freethinkers to the Right    
“All students should welcome challenges to their most cherished beliefs. But from what I’ve seen on
campus, students are not invited to debate; they are expected to conform.”

Adam Hoffman is a senior at Princeton University and a former editor-in-chief of the Princeton Tory.
He claims that numerous students have adopted conservative views when professors demand adherence
to liberal nostrums.
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Matt Gaetz (AP Images)

Florida Congressman Likens Durham Report to the Always-
losing Washington Generals
“It seems to me that your investigation is similar to the game played by the Washington Generals who
are paid to show up every night to play the Harlem Globetrotters, and their job is to lose.”

Questioning Special Counsel John Durham after the release of his probe into any possible corruption
within the Justice Department, Representative Matt Gaetz (R-Fla.) expressed sharp disappointment
with the failure of the Durham probe to expose the true core of the corruption it was supposed to
expose. He maintained that the Durham effort tried all along “to go at it another way.”

— Compiled by John F. McManus
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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